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Spidering Hacks 2004 this book takes you to the next level in internet data retrieval by showing you how to create and deploy spiders and scrapers to retrieve and work with information from you
favorite sites and data sources back cover
Excel Hacks 2004-03-24 presents a collection of tips and techniques for getting the most out of the electronic spreadsheet program
Excel Hacks 第2版 2007-11 達人が教える究極のテクニック140選
Amazon Hacks 2004-04 amazon com成功の秘密を解説
Wireless Hacks 2004-04 無線ブロードバンド時代に楽しくモバイルする
Excel Hacks 2004-10-22 本書では究極のexcel活用術を紹介 対象読者は生産性をもっと改善したいと考えている中上級のexcelユーザーである ブックやワークシートの使い勝手を改善する方法 excelに予め用意されているピボットテーブル グラフ 数式 関数 マクロ xmlといった機能を活用する方法など 一般にはほとんど知られていないテ
クニックや普通には思いつかないような目から鱗のテクニックが満載
PC Hacks 2004-10-25 intel and amd powered pcs which account for more than 90 of all personal computers are powerful and expandable and operating systems like windows and linux do a great job
of running well on this hardware but to maintain maximum stability and predictability these operating systems don t push the hardware to its limits that doesn t mean you can t pc hacks shows pc users
like you how to get the most out of your hardware and software to make your pc experience more satisfying than ever you don t need another collection of simple tips and command clicks you need pc
hacks where you ll find proven techniques for enhancing performance and preventing problems with your pc hardware this step by step hack by hack guide with invaluable tips and tricks throughout
will get you hacking the system board cpu bios peripherals and operating system everything but the unhackable power supply in pc hacks jim aspinwall the windows helpdesk columnist and feature
editor for cnet com and author of three books on pc maintenance delivers basic to advanced hacks for overclocking cpu and video cards tweaking ram timing selecting the best performing components
and much more he includes suggestions for reusing an old pc to off load work from newer systems as well as ways to prevent security hacks he also offers many tips for avoiding common mistakes and
for getting the system back up and running if something does go wrong pc hacks combines of the bestselling hacks series style with the world s most popular computing hardware presented in a clear
and direct format and covering both windows and linux operating systems pc hacks ensure that you ll hack and tweak your way to the best performance possible out of your trusty pc
Windows XP Hacks 2004-02 高度なテクニックとツールがここに結集
Spidering Hacks 2004-05 ネット上の情報から欲しいものを自動的に収集
ネットワークセキュリティHacks 2005 管理者必携のシステム防衛テクニック100選
Mac OS 10 hacks 2003-11 mac os xの100の秘訣と秘技を解説
Flash Hacks 2005-07 他に類を見ない珠玉のhacksを満載
Google Hacks 2003-08 googleを最大限に使いこなすための本
Access Hacks 2005-05 サーバ管理者が使えるwshスクリプトが満載
Blog Hacks 2004-08 webアプリケーション技術をハックする指南書
PC Hacks 2005 covering both windows and linux pc hacks combines the hacks series style with popular computing hardware including advice on reusing an old pc to off load work from newer systems
as well as ways to prevent security hacks
XML Hacks 2005-03 xmlを120 使いこなすためのアイデア満載
Online Investing Hacks 2004-06-17 for the geek who s an investor and the investor who s a geek we present online investing hacks 100 industrial strength bleeding edge tips tools and techniques for
analyzing and managing online portfolios individual investors have become more computer literate and technology dependent than ever before whether you re looking for suitable investments studying
alternatives or managing your portfolios you need data the internet can be a goldmine of financial data and research but today s online investors also use spreadsheets databases and financial
applications to select study and manage investments if your proficiency has grown to the point where you crave industrial strength tips and tools to turbo charge your efforts this is the book for you
online investing hacks covers screening investments collecting data fundamental analysis technical analysis executing trades investing in mutual funds portfolio management updating stock data
financial planning other books for managing online investing are either out of date are for beginners and don t go beyond the most basic advice or are so dull and boring they squeeze that last bit of fun
out of the topic online investing hacks is for the customer who wants to know the latest techniques to go beyond the basics who gets jazzed by cool online tools and services and who actually wants to
have a bit of fun while trying to strike it rich or at least not lose their shirt
TiVo Hacks 2003 krikorian offers 100 industrial strength tips and tools for using tivo in this ultimate guide to the digital personal video recorder that s reinventing the way people view tv
Network Security Hacks 2004 the internet is the greatest collaborative tool the world has ever known it carries words and ideas across vast distances in mere milliseconds unfortunately the internet
also makes your computers vulnerable to attack from almost any location on the planet every day system crackers take advantage of vulnerable computers turning them into spam relays or participants
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in distributed denial of service attacks or using them to hide other unsavory activities network security hacks presents 100 industrial strength techniques you can use to make sure that your networks
are not a target of opportunity these are real world examples of tools and methods used by experts to protect their own computers and networks each hack can be read in just a few minutes potentially
saving you hours of research inside you will find a wealth of useful techniques for detecting and dealing with intruders you ll learn how to monitor your network and services with advanced intrusion
detection systems ids such as snort and spade protect your email and other critical services using strong encryption block network scanners that detect operating system identity and even fool them
into thinking you are running another os entirely sectirely connect two remote sites over the internet using a number of strong vpn solutions including ipsec openvpn pptp vtun and even ssh set up
virtual networks honeypots that appear to be vulnerable to attack in order to divert and confuse attackers harden your linux bsd and windows hosts against attack detect respond to and recover from
inevitable system compromises written for the intermediate to advanced network administrator network security hacks is full of practical ingenious solutions to real world networking situations and
problems
Home Theater Hacks 2004-11-22 100 industrial strength tips tools cover
EBay Hacks 2003 developers and system administrators alike are uncovering the true power of xml the extensible markup language that enables data to be sent over the internet from one computer
platform to another or one application to another and retain its original format flexible enough to be customized for applications as diverse as web sites electronic data interchange voice mail systems
wireless devices web services and more xml is quickly becoming ubiquitous xml hacks is a roll up your sleeves guide that distills years of ingenious xml hacking into a complete set of practical tips
tricks and tools for web developers system administrators and programmers who want to go far beyond basic tutorials to leverage the untapped power of xml with plenty of useful real world projects
that illustrate how to define read create and manipulate xml documents xml hacks shows readers how to put xml s power to work on the internet and within productivity applications each hack in this
book can be read easily in a few minutes saving programmers and administrators countless hours of searching for the right answer and this is an o reilly hacks book so it s not just practical imminently
useful and time saving it s also fun from anatomy of an xml document to exploring soap messages xml hacks shows you how to save time and accomplish more with fewer resources if you want much
more than the average xml user to explore and experiment do things you didn t know you could do with xml discover clever shortcuts and show off just a little this invaluable book is a must have
XML Hacks 2004-07-27 サーバ管理者がぶつかる問題をまとめた
LinuxサーバHacks 2003-11 to streamline the amount of time it takes to research analyze and manage an online portfolio for better results this unique collection of tips shows experienced investors how
to find existing software tools that work and build their own
Online Investing Hacks 2004 with this collection of tips and tools users can get the most out of amazon com whether they are avid amazon shoppers amazon associates developing online storefronts or
programmers building apps based on amazon services
Amazon Hacks 2003 if you ve bought or sold items through ebay or through hundreds of other online sites then you re familiar with paypal the online payment service with paypal a valid email address
and a credit card or bank account you can easily send and receive payments online not a bank or financial institution itself paypal describes its service as one that builds on the financial infrastructure
of bank accounts and credit cards and using advanced propriety fraud prevention systems creates a safe global real time payment solution put simply paypal provides the means for people to conduct
financial transactions online instantly and securely but there s more to paypal than meets the eye paypal hacks shows you how to make the most of paypal to get the most out of your online business or
transactions authors shannon sofield of payloadz com and paypal evangelist david nielsen guide you through the rigors of using and developing with paypal whether you re building an ecommerce site
using paypal as a transaction provider or simply trying to pay for an ebay auction without getting burned paypal hacks will give you the skinny on this leading global online payment service the
collection of tips and tricks in paypal hacks shows you how to find or even build the right tools for using paypal to buy and sell on ebay or as a transaction provider for ecommerce on your own site
written for all paypal users from those just starting out to those developing sophisticated ecommerce sites this book begins with the basics such as setting up your account then moves quickly into
specific tips and tools for buyers sellers and developers with paypal hacks you can learn extra steps to help protect yourself while buying or selling on ebay save time and money with advanced tips and
undocumented features learn dozens of easy to follow procedures to help you request and receive payments and fill orders use paypal to handle subscriptions affiliate systems and donations create and
customize your customers checkout process effortlessly integrate paypal s shopping cart system into your own website implement digital fulfillment with instant payment notification ipn and payment
data transfer pdt develop and distribute ecommerce applications with the paypal api each hack consists of a task to be accomplished or a creative solution to a problem presented in a clear logical and
task oriented format paypal hacks provides the tools and details necessary to make paypal more profitable more flexible and more convenient
PayPal Hacks 2004-09-07 a competent system administrator knows that a linux server is a high performance system for routing large amounts of information through a network connection setting up
and maintaining a linux server requires understanding not only the hardware but the ins and outs of the linux operating system along with its supporting cast of utilities as well as layers of applications
software there s basic documentation online but there s a lot beyond the basics you have to know and this only comes from people with hands on real world experience this kind of know how is what we
sought to capture in linux server hacks linux server hacks is a collection of 100 industrial strength hacks providing tips and tools that solve practical problems for linux system administrators every
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hack can be read in just a few minutes but will save hours of searching for the right answer some of the hacks are subtle many of them are non obvious and all of them demonstrate the power and
flexibility of a linux system you ll find hacks devoted to tuning the linux kernel to make your system run more efficiently as well as using cvs or rcs to track the revision to system files you ll learn
alternative ways to do backups how to use system monitoring tools to track system performance and a variety of secure networking solutions linux server hacks also helps you manage large scale
installations running apache mysql and other open source tools that are typically part of a linux system o reilly s new hacks series proudly reclaims the term hacking for the good guys hackers use their
ingenuity to solve interesting problems rob flickenger is an experienced system administrator having managed the systems for o reilly network for several years he s also into community wireless
networking and he s written a book on that subject for o reilly rob has also collected the best ideas and tools from a number of other highly skilled contributors written for users who already
understand the basics linux server hacks is built upon the expertise of people who really know what they re doing
Linux Server Hacks 2003-01-20 irc internet relay chat may very well turn out to be the world s most successful hack in 1988 jarkko oikarinen wrote the original irc program at the university of oulu
finland as he says in his foreword irc started as one summer trainee s programming exercise a hack grew into a software development project that hundreds of people participated in and then became
a worldwide environment where tens of thousands of people now spend time with each other i have found many of my friends through irc and learnt a significant part of my present software
engineering knowledge while using and working with irc that would not have been possible without learning from code examples and hacks from others irc has continued to grow in popularity since its
inception millions of people from all over the world now use irc to chat with friends discuss projects and collaborate on research with a simple clearly defined protocol irc has become one of the most
accessible chat environments with clients written for a multitude of operating systems and irc is more than just a simple chat system it is a network of intercommunicating servers allowing thousands
of clients to connect from anywhere in the world using the irc protocol while irc is easy to get into and many people are happy to use it without being aware of what s happening under the hood there
are those who hunger for more knowledge and this book is for them irc hacks is a collection of tips and tools that cover just about everything needed to become a true irc master featuring contributions
from some of the most renowned irc hackers many of whom collaborated on irc grouping together to form the channel irchacks on the freenode irc network irc freenode net like all of our hacks books
there are many different ways to use irc hacks you can read the book from cover to cover but you might be better served by picking an interesting item from the table of contents and just diving in if
you re relatively new to irc you should considering starting with a few hacks from each progressive chapter chapter 1 starts you off by showing you how to connect to irc while chapter 2 acquaints you
with the everyday concepts you ll need to use irc effectively chapter 3 is all about users and channels and introduces the first pieces of code chapter 4 shows you how to make useful enhancements to
irc clients chapter 5 is where you will learn the basics about creating irc bots with chapters 6 12 introducing more complex bots that can be used for logging servicing communities searching
announcing networking managing channels or simply for having fun chapter 13 delves into the irc protocol in more detail and chapter 14 demonstrates some interesting alternative methods for
connecting to irc finally chapter 15 will move you on to new pastures by showing you how to set up your own irc server this book presents an opportunity to learn how irc works and how to make best
use of some of the features that have made it the most successful most scalable and most mature chat system on this planet irc hacks delves deep into the possibilities
IRC Hacks 2004-07-27 tivo hacks helps you get the most out of your tivo personal video recorder armed with just a screwdriver and basic understanding of pc hardware or willingness to learn
preeminent hackability awaits this book includes hacks for changing the order of recorded programs activating the 30 second skip to blaze through commercials upgrading tivo s hard drive for more
hours of recording use of tivo s home media option to remotely schedule a recording via the log in to the serial port for command line access to programming data log files closed captioning data
display graphics on the tivo screen and even play mp3s readers who use advanced hacks to put tivo on their home network via the serial port ethernet usb or wireless with 802 11b wifi will watch a
whole new world open up by installing various open source software packages you can use tivo for mail instant messaging caller id and more it s also easy to run a web server on tivo to schedule
recordings access lists of recorded shows and even display them on a web site while tivo gives viewers personalized control of their tvs tivo hacks gives users personalized control of tivo note not all
tivos are the same the original tivo the series 1 is the most hackable tivo out there it s a box thrown together with commodity parts and the tivo code is running on open hardware the series 2 tivo the
most commonly sold tivo today is not open you won t see hacks in this book that involve modifying series 2 software
TiVo Hacks 2003-08-22 continuing with the successful hack series this title provides real world working examples of how to make useful things happen with wireless equipment
Wireless Hacks 2003 pdf to most of the world it stands for that rather tiresome format used for documents downloaded from the web slow to load and slower to print hopelessly unsearchable and all
but impossible to cut and paste from the portable document format doesn t inspire much affection in the average user but pdfs done right is another story those who know the ins and outs of this
format know that it can be much more than electronic paper flexible compact interactive and even searchable pdf is the ideal way to present content across multiple platforms pdf hacks unveils the
true promise of portable document format going way beyond the usual pdf as paged output mechanism pdf expert sid steward draws from his years of analyzing extending authoring and embellishing
pdf documents to present 100 clever hacks tools tips quick and dirty or not so obvious solutions to common problems pdf hacks will show you how to create pdf documents that are far more powerful
than simple representations of paper pages the hacks in the book cover the full range of pdf functionality from the simple to the more complex including generating manipulating annotating and
consuming pdf information you ll learn how to manage content in pdf navigate it and reuse it as necessary far more than another guide to adobe acrobat the book covers a variety of readily available
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tools for generating deploying and editing pdf the little known tips and tricks in this book are ideal for anyone who works with pdf on a regular basis including web developers pre press users forms
creators and those who generate pdf for distribution whether you want to fine tune and debug your existing pdf documents or explore the full potential the format offers pdf hacks will turn you into a
pdf power user
PDF Hacks 2004-08-16 in the world of unix operating systems the various bsds come with a long heritage of high quality software and well designed solutions making them a favorite os of a wide
range of users among budget minded users who adopted bsd early on to developers of some of today s largest internet sites the popularity of bsd systems continues to grow if you use the bsd operating
system then you know that the secret of its success is not just in its price tag practical reliable extraordinarily stable and flexible bsd also offers plenty of fertile ground for creative time saving tweaks
and tricks and yes even the chance to have some fun fun you ask perhaps fun wasn t covered in the manual that taught you to install bsd and administer it effectively but bsd hacks the latest in o reilly
s popular hacks series offers a unique set of practical tips tricks tools and even fun for administrators and power users of bsd systems bsd hacks takes a creative approach to saving time and getting
more done with fewer resources you ll take advantage of the tools and concepts that make the world s top unix users more productive rather than spending hours with a dry technical document
learning what switches go with a command you ll learn concrete practical uses for that command the book begins with hacks to customize the user environment you ll learn how to be more productive
in the command line timesaving tips for setting user defaults how to automate long commands and save long sessions for later review other hacks in the book are grouped in the following areas
customizing the user environment dealing with files and filesystems the boot and login environments backing up networking hacks securing the system going beyond the basics keeping up to date
grokking bsd if you want more than your average bsd user you want to explore and experiment unearth shortcuts create useful tools and come up with fun things to try on your own bsd hacks is a must
have this book will turn regular users into power users and system administrators into super system administrators
BSD Hacks 2004-05-24 if you ve bought or sold items through ebay or through hundreds of other online sites then you re familiar with paypal the online payment service with paypal a valid email
address and a credit card or bank account you can easily send and receive payments online not a bank or financial institution itself paypal describes its service as one that builds on the financial
infrastructure of bank accounts and credit cards and using advanced propriety fraud prevention systems creates a safe global real time payment solution put simply paypal provides the means for
people to conduct financial transactions online instantly and securely but there s more to paypal than meets the eye paypal hacks shows you how to make the most of paypal to get the most out of your
online business or transactions authors shannon sofield of payloadz com and paypal evangelist david nielsen guide you through the rigors of using and developing with paypal whether you re building
an ecommerce site using paypal as a transaction provider or simply trying to pay for an ebay auction without getting burned paypal hacks will give you the skinny on this leading global online payment
service the collection of tips and tricks in paypal hacks shows you how to find or even build the right tools for using paypal to buy and sell on ebay or as a transaction provider for ecommerce on your
own site written for all paypal users from those just starting out to those developing sophisticated ecommerce sites this book begins with the basics such as setting up your account then moves quickly
into specific tips and tools for buyers sellers and developers with paypal hacks you can learn extra steps to help protect yourself while buying or selling on ebay save time and money with advanced tips
and undocumented features learn dozens of easy to follow procedures to help you request and receive payments and fill orders use paypal to handle subscriptions affiliate systems and donations create
and customize your customers checkout process effortlessly integrate paypal s shopping cart system into your own website implement digital fulfillment with instant payment notification ipn and
payment data transfer pdt develop and distribute ecommerce applications with the paypal api each hack consists of a task to be accomplished or a creative solution to a problem presented in a clear
logical and task oriented format paypal hacks provides the tools and details necessary to make paypal more profitable more flexible and more convenient
PayPal Hacks 2004-09-07 100 industrial strength tips tools cover
Knoppix Hacks 2005 offering a unique collection of tips tools and scripts for mac os x this book brings together real world hands on information from various quarters not easily found elsewhere
Mac OS X Hacks 2003 mac os x is a wonderful combination of the power and flexibility of unix with the ease of use that seems to come only from apple between the tools baked right into the system a
veritable cornucopia of third party applications and a cottage industry of customizations tweaks and hacks the mac is a force to be reckoned with like never before mac os x panther hacks celebrates
the macintosh s adventurous spirit inviting the citizen engineer on a quest of deeper discovery both with the purpose of going further and simply enjoying the ride mac os x panther hacks continues the
tradition started with mac os x hacks sitting squarely at the peculiar confluence of deadly earnest optimization and creative albeit sometimes wacky tweaking you seem to find only on a mac
Mac OS X Panther Hacks 2004 in the world of unix operating systems the various bsds come with a long heritage of high quality software and well designed solutions making them a favorite os of a
wide range of users among budget minded users who adopted bsd early on to developers of some of today s largest internet sites the popularity of bsd systems continues to grow if you use the bsd
operating system then you know that the secret of its success is not just in its price tag practical reliable extraordinarily stable and flexible bsd also offers plenty of fertile ground for creative time
saving tweaks and tricks and yes even the chance to have some fun fun you ask perhaps fun wasn t covered in the manual that taught you to install bsd and administer it effectively but bsd hacks the
latest in o reilly s popular hacks series offers a unique set of practical tips tricks tools and even fun for administrators and power users of bsd systems bsd hacks takes a creative approach to saving
time and getting more done with fewer resources you ll take advantage of the tools and concepts that make the world s top unix users more productive rather than spending hours with a dry technical
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document learning what switches go with a command you ll learn concrete practical uses for that command the book begins with hacks to customize the user environment you ll learn how to be more
productive in the command line timesaving tips for setting user defaults how to automate long commands and save long sessions for later review other hacks in the book are grouped in the following
areas customizing the user environment dealing with files and filesystems the boot and login environments backing up networking hacks securing the system going beyond the basics keeping up to
date grokking bsd if you want more than your average bsd user you want to explore and experiment unearth shortcuts create useful tools and come up with fun things to try on your own bsd hacks is a
must have this book will turn regular users into power users and system administrators into super system administrators
BSD Hacks 2004-05-24 shows readers how to create pdf documents that are far more powerful than simple representations of paper pages helps them get around common pdf issues and introduces
them to tools that will allow them to manage content in pdf navigating it and reusing it as necessary
PDF Hacks 2004-08-16 presents a collection of tips and techniques for getting the most out of ebay
EBay Hacks 2003
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